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Martin Howard gives us the irst
known comprehensive look at the
rarely-seen Shimer.

A

s collectors, we fall into a number of
diferent groups. Some of us focus on
extremely narrow niches: collecting only machines from a particular era, or from a speciic
manufacturer, or that have a certain type of
mechanism. Some collect relatively common
typewriters for daily use. Still more of us are
the proverbial omnivore who will bring into
the fold virtually any typewriter they encounter (I admit to being one of these).
Regardless of our personal collecting angle, it’s safe to say that the majority of
us take a historical interest in typewriters.
herefore, it’s in all of our best interests to ask
the question of conservation vs restoration.
For those perhaps unfamiliar with
the four categories of preservation, I’ll briely
recap:

- Conservation: Preserving an item as best as
possible in its original condition. his may
mean cleaning, minor repairs, and touching
up the inish in places, but leaving the item
mostly unaltered.
- Restoration: Made to look as new. Worn and
broken parts replaced and the surface reinished.
- Recreation: Some original elements remain,
but the majority of the piece is no longer
original.
- Replica: he piece is entirely from recreatd
components. No original components are
present.

such as that. Replace or repair the missing
and damaged parts, repaint it, and display it.
I’ve done it, myself. No problem, right?
What what if that very same machine was, say, Ernie Pyle’s typewriter?
Suddenly, the dillema becomes clear.
When it comes to a typewriter with historical signiicance, every scratch, chip, worn spot,
and misaligned typebar is part of its historical
record. Its laws speak of its journey through
time, of the people who used it and the events
that it was witness to. Restore a machine such
as that--strip it of its laws--and one has efectively destroyed its historical value.
It would be unconscionable to restore Mark Twain’s Sholes & Glidden to asnew condition. It would look very nice, but it
would no longer be Mark Twain’s typewriter
(or should I say, “type writer”, as the case may
be). On the record, it may still be a type writer
that was once owned by Twain, but it would
no longer be Mark Twain’s type writer. Everything about it which might connect us to the
man and his time would have been obliterated.
History comes in all sizes. A piece
doesn’t have to have been owned by a very
famous person for it to have historical value.
hat is why we have to really ask ourselves
these questions. By restoring a piece, are we
unintentionally destroying history the signiicance of which may not yet be obvious?
As stewards of history, we have the
responsibility to preserve history whenever
possible. We do the future no favors by leaving it a legacy of bright, shiny lies.

±
For us, conservation and restoration
are the two that we deal with most of the time.
ecently spotted in the description of an
So when is it okay to restore a piece, and when
online auction for an Oliver No.15:
should a piece be conserved?
Sometimes, a piece is just gone. It’s “vintage oliver type writer not sure if working
bashed-up, missing a bunch of paint, and per- because theres no plug”
haps a few essential parts. I think the majority
±
of us would say that it is ok to restore a piece

R
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The Shimer Typewriter
by Martin Howard

T

he Shimer typewriter came out of the forge of late 19th century
How many were produced? here is no deinitive answer but
American industry. It glimmered, and then faded away as the it is almost certain that ater a few early machines, the serial num20th century arrived.
bers started at 1,000. As a parallel, all known Granville Automatic
he Shimer typewriter even in its day was a great rarity. Emilio typewriters have serial numbers in the 5,000 range.
Budan, an Italian count who wrote a
history of typewriters in 1902 (‘Le Mache Shimer Brothers
chine da Scrivere dal 1714 al 1900’),
mentioned the Shimer only in passing:
he Shimer family has a rich and well
“Eclipse, Shimer, Travis are machine
documented history. Samuel Shimer
names whose existence we have known
was born in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
only by the fact that manufacturers of
in 1837. He was raised and worked on
accessories sometimes were asked for
the family farm until 1871 when, at the
ribbons to adapt for these machines.”
age of 34, he joined his brother George
(quote and translation, Jos Legrand)
in Milton PA (120 miles away) to work
Surprisingly, the Shimer typewriter
at his lumber company, which he had
is included in the alphabetical catalogue
started two years earlier.
published by the F.S. Webster Compahe two brothers started to buy large
ny in 1898 entitled ‘Typewriters of all
tracts of land, where the timber was
kinds and our galaxy of stars’ (author’s
hauled to the lumber factory and cut
coll.). What is said about the Shimer in
into lumber. his was the beginning
this very rare catalogue is both puzzling
of the family business, which would
and revealing: “We had supposed that
evolve and grow to create great wealth
this typewriter would have been placed
for the Shimer family.
upon the market some time since, as we
In 1873, in the small machine shop
submitted sample ribbons for use upon
attached to the saw and planing mill,
Martin Howard Collection
it, something over a year ago. Not havSamuel and George perfected a tool
ing heard from it however, and upon addressing an inquiry to the that would have a profound efect on the family’s business future
manufacturers, we have a letter from them in which they say that it and success. What they made was a ‘Matcher Head’, a pair of cutter
is yet with-held from market, for reasons the nature of which they heads that formed the tongue and grooves that were cut into the
are not at liberty to state.”
edge of boards for looring,
Today the Shimer typewriter is all but unknown since so few ceiling, and siding. hey
are let and so little information exists in the literature. It survives would develop a large sein passing references to its similarity to the Remington up-stroke lection of high quality cutmachine and to its failure in the marketplace. In 2011, a new Shim- ter heads for a full range
er typewriter (author’s coll.) was discovered, to bring the number of proiles including baseknown to seven, all in North America.
boards and molding. When
the sawmill burnt to the
Model 2
ground in 1880, the brothserial #
ers took the opportunity
Casillo:
white keys, wood key levers, basket shit 79
to rebuild a large machine
shop employing 75 men to
Model 3 (as designated by collectors)
focus their eforts on the
serial #
cutter heads and other speHoward:
white keys, wood key levers, basket shit 25
cialty products for planing
Casillo:
white keys, wood key levers, basket shit 1088
mills. he Shimer cutter
Clark:
white keys, wood key levers, basket shit 1090
heads were the best on the
Samuel J. Shimer
Clark:
black keys, metal key levers, basket shit 1162
market and were sold right
Russo:
black keys, metal key levers, carriage shit 1204
across America and exported to many countries.
Milton Museum, PA:
In 1884 George retired and Samuel became the sole owner.
black keys, metal key levers, carriage shit 1235
In 1888 he brought his sons, Elmer and George, into the business
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Samuel and some show
to form Samuel J. Shimer
both Elmer and Samuel
& Sons. he business conas the inventors. I can
tinued to prosper. In 1889
well imagine that this
Elmer invented a large and
was a father and son
complicated machine to cut
project.
washers, which again would
Of the known
have tremendous success
Shimers, no two are exand bring further wealth
actly the same. he deto the family business. he
velopment never ceased.
business success and civic
he model 2, with a
involvement made Samuel
lower proile, has a difa notable citizen of Milton.
ferent escapement from
“He is widely known and
the model 3s. he early
recognized as a gentleman
model 3 (#25) has the
of commendable enterprise
he Shimer factory as depicted on the back of the 1898 catalog.
same carriage as model
and public spirit, as well as
2 but in an expanded
one of the most successful
manufacturers of the West Branch Valley” (Bell’s History of Nor- frame. Each Shimer typewriter was almost like a prototype but
very well turned out. With so few surviving examples, one cannot
thumberland 1891.)
Samuel and his two sons built large family homes next to each say if they ever settled on a inal design.
One of the main design diferences with the model 3s, is that
other, prominently positioned on the Susquehanna River in Milthe early ones have a basket shit
ton. However, despite their success and comfortable lifestyle, their
and the later ones have a carriage
inventive minds did not rest.
shit. It is interesting to note
that the Rem-Sho typewrithe Shimer typewriter
er is generally credited as
having the irst basBy the mid 1880s typewriters had become essential oice maket shit, as menchines and successful typewriter manufacturers were hard pressed
tioned in the 1896
to keep up with demand. With great wealth, mechanical ingenuity,
patent (557,617).
and the means to build whatever they wanted, the Shimers were
he Shimer though,
perfectly positioned to design and build a typewriter of their own.
in its original pathis was the challenge that Samuel Shimer and his sons found irresistible.
Shimer No.2.
Tony Casillo Collection ent of 1891, clearly
conveys the idea of
In 1891 the irst patent (462,019) for the Shimer typewriter
a basket shit. “By depressing the inger piece intended for shiting
appeared.
the type-bar ring from its normal position to bring a type-bar bearing a capital … the proper type is imprinted on the paper.”
Because the Shimer never achieved market success and is essentially unknown, the Rem-Sho is considered the irst typewriter to
have a basket shit. But the honor of the irst typewriter to be made
with this breakthrough shit idea should go to the Shimer typewriter. he RemSho would be the
irst
successful
typewriter to ofer
the basket shit.
he Shimers
had invented a design feature that
would be seen on all
his typewriter resembled the Yost typewriter of 1887. No model 20th century type1 Shimers are known to exist today. A dozen more patents would writers. Ironically
be granted through the 1890s, all for under-strike machines. Most though, the later
of the patents name Elmer as the inventor but a few patents show model 3s would
Martin Howard Collection
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patenting a new machine
have a carriage shit as
and the tenacity to see it
seen on the under-strike
through to completion,
Remington typewriters.
even though measured
Other notable diferences on the model 3s are
market success eluded
in the frame proiles and
them. It is this very comin having either white
bination that produced so
(earlier models) or black
many great early typewritkeyboards.
ers that exist today.
he few Shimer
he Shimer typewriter
he Shimer factory as it appeared in the 1960s.
typewriters that were
is a quality built machine
sold appeared on the market in 1899. he only known advertise- with some ine design ideas but, as an under-strike typewriter, it apment of the Shimer typewriter appears in the 1900 Shimer general peared far too late for commercial success. With other good undercatalogue for cutter heads. he two-page display ad is placed on the strike typewriters, such as the Smith Premier and the revolutionary
last two pages of the catalogue. he text expounds on the quality Underwood making their marks, there was no opportunity for the
construction of the machine but the illustrations are drab with no Shimer typewriter to become another great success story for the
visual appeal for a prospective buyer.
Shimer family. As for the collector’s hope of inding more Shimer
typewriters, that remains to be seen. ±
I wish to thank Tony Casillo, Jos Legrand, and Dennis Clark for their
contributions and Norman Ball for so kindly prooing this article.

Above and right: Martin Howard Collection

(One can see the full advertisement and other images concerning
the Shimer at my website - www.antiquetypewriters.com)
Samuel Shimer died in 1901. His son Elmer carried on, and
obtained one inal patent (739,728) in 1903 for a carriage feed
mechanism.
he creation of the Shimer typewriter represents the desire
and ingenuity of all inventors, the complexity of designing and

International Typewriter Collectors Convention
August 7-10, 2014, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

In Conjunction with the Milwaukee Public Museum

• A day at the Milwaukee Public Museum: display of historically important typewriters from the museum’s collection, lectures, & demonstrations.
• Auction of typewriters & related items. (Contact Gabe Burbano if you would like to include something.)
• Swap meet with fellow collectors
• A visit to Christopher Latham Sholes’ grave site.
Host: Gabe Burbano, gburbano@optonline.net
Accommodations: Brookield Suites Hotel & Convention Center, 1200 South Moorland Road, Brookield, WI
http:// http://www.brookieldsuiteshotel.com
info@brookieldsuiteshotel.com
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From Our Members
Below, Devin Thompson reminds us that spring has inally arrived (sooner for
some places than others) with this customized grass-green Skyriter captured in its
natural habitat.
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Above, Curtis Zeisler came across
this curious typewriter accessory. It
uses what is efectively a ball of Silly
Putty to pull ink and debris from type
slugs. While the concept goes back to
the 1930s, the Bud Type Cleaner dates
from the mid-1950s.

• Rechnitzer’s one-hand typewriter
• Rechnitzer’s “speaking” ADIX
• Typewriter production in Austria
More information at ihb.de

May, 2013
• Stenography at the SHBS April swap meet
• The Genia Typewriter
• Collectors’ meeting in Weesp, NL
• Swiss Typewriters
• A brochure for Bar-Lock fans
• Long night of the museums - Hamburg

Vol 25, No.2, May, 2013
• J.B. Priestly
• Type Writer Tales: What “Papa” Never Told Me
• Fox Model 1
• Recent eBay auction highlights

No. 44, April 2013
No. 91, April, 2013
• Alexander Rechnitzer - inventor of the irst
fully automatic calculating machine
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• “Populaire” ilm about competitive typing
• ANCMECA General Assembly, Wasselonne, Sept.
2012
• Breker auction results, November 2012

Portables, ETCetera,

by Robert Messenger

Oh, Brother!

Japanese portable typewriters

W

hen I sat down to write this article, I
checked German eBay, in the hope
of reinforcing a point. Sure enough, there
was a paint-chipped Brother portable typewriter with a badly damaged frontispiece
listed for sale for 98 euros (about $US126).
his was beside a Monpti and a Hammond
Model 12, each with a starting price of one
euro. Two other Brothers were listed for 60
euros (about $US77). Among 3864 typewriters listed in Germany that day, there
were just 22 Japanese manual portables.
On the same day in Australia, 47 per cent
of all typewriters listed were Japanese. OK,
extreme starting prices, at either end of
the scale, don’t make for a fair assessment.
But the igures do indicate that, dictated
by supply and demand, one typewriter
collector’s sow’s ear could be another’s silk
purse.
Remington, Royal, Corona and Underwood still dominate US eBay listings,

Olympia, Adler, Erika and Continental
have the same sort of market share on German eBay and Olivetti accounts for oneith of all Italian eBay listings. But when I
used as a yardstick Brother, the most common of the Japanese brands (at least under its own name), I found 39 available for
worldwide shipping, 18 in the US and 11 in

Australia, with a big drop-of to Germany
(4), Canada (3), Britain (2) and Italy (1).
Six years ago, Japanese typewriters
were coming out of the sow’s ears of myself
and Sydney collector Richard Amery. So
we were delighted, if quite surprised, to be
“embraced” with such gusto by Will Davis
in September 2007 that he included Australia (“A World Apart”) on his Portable
Typewriter Reference Site. Will’s primary
interest at that time were the Nakajima
and Silver-Seiko manual portables that
proliferated as Royals and Imperials in our
then ledgling typewriter collections, but
was initially sparked by my query about a
Nippo P-200. Given Will had already extensively covered 44 typewriter brands of
his site, his addition of the Japanese machines so common in Australia made us
feel rather special. We were beginning to
worry that the only typewriters that would
be easily accessible to us (other than Olivet-
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mechanical design throughout its typewriter-making years. he Atlas was also marketed as the Cherryland, Del Mar, Elgin
Collegiate and Wellon. Later Nippo portables included the P-100 (also the Morse
P-100), P-200 (also known as the Argyle
P-201) and P-300, as well as the Baby Alpina, Condor and Rexina. Nippo stopped
making calculators in 1961 to concentrate
on typewriters and became a public corporation in 1963. But they found it diicult
to compete against the superior quality and
reliability of Brother portables, which were
introduced in 1962. Brother also quickly
established a far wider distribution network. Nippo’s founder died in 1973 and
his son, Yuichi Inoue, took over the company and attempted a merger in 1989. he
company collapsed. Yuichi Inoue now runs
Nippomac.
Brother, founded in 1908 and maker
of sewing machines from 1932, was producing sewing and knitting machines for a
US chain store when in 1954 it irst looked
Atlas. All specimens author’s collection
into the possibility of adding portable typeIt was 65 years ater Fujiki patented his writers to its line. hat year it established
tiny machine that Japan started to produce the Brother International Corporation as
English-language keyboard portables. he an exporting company and set up a sales
Nippo Machine Company was founded base in New York. he sales company reby Jin Inoue in Yokohama in 1945 and in peatedly recommended that Brother inves1956 started making calculating machines tigate the possibility of making typewritand, using a similar model numbering pat- ers, emphasizing these were increasingly in
tern, a small portable typewriter called the demand in the US, especially for the trade
Atlas. Nippo had gained the rights from in cheaper machines in department stores.
Royal-McBee Nederlands NV to use the Brother took almost six years to develop
mechanical design that had started out in its own typewriter mechanical design and
1952 as the Halberg and became the Roy- in 1960 Akio Kondo assigned a distinctive
alite in 1954. In 1957 Royal introduced mask to the Nayoga company. his design
new-look portables designed for it by Laird was used for almost half the 10 million
portable typewriters Brother manufacFortune Covey.
Nippo continued to use the Halberg tured between 1961 and 1980. By 1971, it
tis) would be of those of Japanese origin.
Japanese inventors began dabbling
in English-language typewriters in a very
small way in 1891, when Suyemoto Fujiki
of Tokyo patented in the United States a
stopwatch-style device. In 1908, ater Fujiki’s patent had expired, Pietro Torrani and
Giovanni Zanini, of Milan, produced the
almost identical Taurus typewriter. With
Fujiki’s design, the device was laid on paper,
whereas the Taurus had a thin strip of paper inside the “watch”. Torrani and Zanini
had previously worked on a “spy” camera,
also called a Taurus, which was produced
in 1904.

Nippo P-200

he original Brother

Akio Kondo design patent drawing

Citizen X3

Nippo Condor and Rexina.
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Imperial by Silver-Seiko

was making typewriters in more than 20
languages and exporting them to 110 countries. Brother produced manual portables
in more than 40 model names, as well as
those labelled as Remington, Underwood,
Antares, Präsident (Germany), Webster,
Montgomery-Ward, Sears, Lemair-Helvetia (Australia), K-Mart, Bradford, Continental and Wizard.
Brother was able to produce so many
typewriters, and produce them at a price
that made them highly competitive in
chain stores, that it became embroiled in
a long-running dispute with Smith-Corona-Marchant. In 1974 SCM complained
to the US Government that Brother was
looding the US market, claiming it was
violating the Antidumping Act of 1921.
In 1979, the US Government imposed an
import fee on Brother typewriters. Brother
responded by opening a plant in Bartlett,
Tennessee, where it manufactured 600,000
typewriters annually for the US market.
hese staggering production igures
were almost matched by both Nakajima
ALL and Silver-Seiko when, motivated
by Brother’s success, these two companies
started making their own small portable
typewriters, Nakajima in 1965 and SilverSeiko the following year. Silver-Seiko had
been established as Marukoshi Knitting
Machines in Tokyo in 1952, became Silver
Knitting Machine Manufacturing in 1955
and Silver-Seiko in 1967.
At the time Nakajima and Silver-Seiko
added typewriters to their lines, Litton Industries acquired both the Royal and Imperial typewriter companies. In 1969, when
Litton also took over Adler-Triumph, and
following industrial strife at its remaining
plants in the US, Litton moved production to Silver-Seiko in Kashiwazaki, Niigata, where for ive years Royals, Imperials, Adlers and Triumphs were churned
out using a standard Silver-Seiko design. In
1974 Litton switched to Nakajima ALL in
Sakaki, Nagano. Apart from appearing as
Royals, Imperials, Adlers and Triumphs,
the same Silver-Seiko and Nakajima stock
models were relabelled as the Sears Achiever, Singer, AusRoyal, Chevron, Cratomatic, Magitouch, Mustang, Pinnock, Sovereign, K-Mart and Pentagon, as well as Silver-Reed and (Nakajima) ALL. Having lost

its Litton deal, Silver-Seiko sold its designs
and tooling to Dong-Ah Precisions in Korea.
Nakajima ALL was established to
make printing machines by Nobuyoshi
Nakajima in Tokyo in April 1923. It began life as Nakajima Seisakausho and in
1931 was renamed All Lead Mishin Seisakusho, adding sewing machines to its
line. In August 1941 the factory was converted to make munitions for the Japanese
navy and in 1945 the navy moved the plant
to Sakaki. he company was renamed and
incorporated as the Nakajima All Precision
in January 1976. By April, 1977 its expanded typewriter assembly line was churning
out a monthly production of 50,000 units.
his rose to 70,000 in November 1979 and
100,000 in April 1983.
In 1969 a ith Japanese company entered the typewriter-making ield: the Citizen Watch Company, which established
Citizen Business Machines. Its stock typewriter was designed by Matsakatsu Yotsukura and was marketed variously as the
Citizen, Columbia, Konryu and Seville. At
least the Citizen looked markedly diferent
to the Nakajima and Silver-Seiko models.
In 2007, I was astonished by the ease with
which Will Davis and Richard Amery
could diferentiate between a Nakajima
and a Silver-Seiko at 50 paces. Eventually I
worked out that the ends of the margin setters on a Silver-Seiko turned upwards and
on a Nakajima downwards. It is as simple
as that! ±
Next issue: Forensic science and typewriters.

Nakajima ALL

Royal 201 by Nakajima

Imperial 201 by Nakajima
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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T

his dazzling 1910 array of fourteen
typewriters and their operators in
a main Chicago oice of the Northwest
Line Railroad was joined with telegraphic
technology to become the center of
the safe management of the company’s
trains throughout their track system.1
he typewriters (most of which are
Remington # 10s interspersed with two
Oliver # 5s and a Yetman) were used by
. Several people assisted me in my preparation
of this article, including Will Davis, Bert Kerschbaumer, Ed Neuert, Paul Robert, and Alan
Seaver. I want to also thank Cornelia Weil for
her editorial suggestions. All images are in my
collection unless otherwise indicated. For this
irst photograph, Will Davis assisted me in identifying the railroad company.
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the telegraphers as “mills”2 as part of
“dispatching” trains, a process that was
similar to the roles of air traic controllers
. he term “mill’ is used to describe a typewriter that is used to create typed messages for the
purpose of entering the message into a telegraph
system or to convert a message received telegraphically into a typed hard copy message. he
irst clearly documented use for the term for this
purpose is from a June, 900, issue of he Railroad Telegrapher (found by Alan Seaver), but
there are indications in the Oxford English Dictionary that the term dates from at least 893.
he majority of typewriters used in this way had
both upper and lower-case keyboards, but many
of the keyboards were upper-case only. Ater the
end of the 9th century, these caps-only machines became more common, and the term was
used oten to only to describe them.

and their equipment today.3 What we see
in this image and its functions represents
more than thirty years of the evolution of
a management system that involved a close
relationship between the development of
the typewriter and the dramatic growth
of telegraphic communication ater the
end of the American Civil War. Before
the war, in 1851, telegraphy was irst used
to manage trains, and, ater the continentwide expansion of the telegraph lines a
decade later, the system was used to control
trains from a central dispatcher’s, sending
3. For a comprehensive discussion of this process and its history, see Mark Frankena’s Oice
Museum page: http://www.oicemuseum.com/
communications_equipment.htm

information to and receiving it from train
stations throughout a company’s rails. he
information was sent back and forth via
telegraph, and hand-written messages were
created. Ultimately, those messages were
transferred by hand to rail employees on
trains as they stopped or passed through
a station. he goals were to prevent trains
going opposite directions on the same
track from colliding, as well as to keep the
trains on time. his process had a weak
link associated with handwritten errors
and the greater likelihood that they would
be misread and collect even further errors
as they moved through the network. Also,
it was a relatively slow process because of
the sending and receiving of telegraphic
messages and the handwriting of both.
he development of the telegraphtypewriter relationship in the irst decade
ater the war also was driven, in part, by
the fact that many of the telegraphers
playing these pivotal sending, receiving,
and transcribing roles earned extra money
playing the same roles for commercial
telegraph companies, the largest of which
was Western Union. his activity had the
same constraint concerning maintaining
the accuracy of the intended content of an
original message. he typewriter ideally
would help address these problems because
it could be used to create a typed, clearly
legible and copy-read message that would
then be used by a telegrapher to send the

message in Morse code with a telegraph
key, and it would be received on the
“sounder” or repeater (oten in its soundfocusing wooden or metal “sounder box”)
as Morse code and typed immediately by
the receiving telegrapher or a typist nearby
as that telegrapher dictated the message.
By 1868, conluence of functions
and needs came together with the
development of the Type Writer and
its becoming an integral part of the
efectiveness of both railroad and telegraph
companies. he main characters in this
propitious beginning were Anson Stager,
E. Payson Porter, C.L. Sholes and James
Densmore. Sholes and his colleagues had
developed their Type Writer to a point
similar to the one shown in this patent
drawing from June, 1868 (below, right).
By July they had further developed the
machine in this form, and Densmore
decided to have iteen of them produced
at a small factory in Chicago. Meanwhile,
Porter, who was a telegrapher for Western
Union and close to Stager, who was
superintendent of the telegraph company
and president of Western Electric, the
chief equipment supplier to Western
Union, obtained Sholes’ permission
to test one of the current design at the
telegraph company’s facility in Chicago.
his probably was one of the Chicagomanufactured machines. he test was
deemed so successful that Stager asked
that the tested machine, and possibly
others, be moved into Western Union’s’s
main telegraph facility. Moreover, Porter,
who had become the irst person to use a
typewriter as a mill, also was running a
school that taught telegraphy. Ater the

test, he began the sale of “he American
Type Writer” through his telegraph
school. While there is no clear evidence
in the sources that he taught its use in
telegraphy, it is highly probable that he did
so, creating the irst typing school. Both
these purposes are illustrated on the above
example of Porter’s 1868-69 business
card. Based on this experience of clear
demand for the Type Writer in telegraphy
and that of others testing further versions

of the Type Writer in telegraphic and
other settings (including in courts for
reporting), Densmore was inspired to take
the last Milwaukee version to Remington
Arms in 1873. hat same year, Stager,
an oicer of both Western Electric and
Western Union, secured for the former
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the exclusive primary mid-western
distribution rights to the Sholes
and Glidden Typewriter produced
by Remington (seen at the
bottom of the 1873 advertisement
previous page) 4 and had placed
the irst large order, through his
own distributorship, for the new
machine for his Western Union
Company. he creation of a
market for the Sholes and Glidden
(see engraving, right)5 from the
very beginning signiicantly
included demand from the
telegraph industry and other users
of telegraph technology.6
he creation of the combination
of telegraphy with typewriting resulted in
the initiation of programs that taught both
skills together. One illustration of such an

the typewriter-telegraph nexus. An 1893
photograph (below) of this Grants Pass,
Oregon, oice of the Southern Paciic
illustrates this connection. While the
photograph was made for the promotion
of travel on the company’s
rails, it shows a Caligraph
# 2 on the desk adjoining
the table on the let that
holds the telegraph key and
sounder, all ready to play
their roles in dispatching.
he American Writing
Machine Company actively
promoted their typewriters
to this market, as can be
seen in this advertisement
from the same year as the
photograph (opposite page).
New Ulm, MN, classroom, c.1910
By the last decade of the 19th
educational facility is shown in this 1908century,
the
telegraph-related market for
1913 photograph of a classroom, probably
typewriters
had
become so important that
in a high school, in New Ulm, Minnesota.
he tables shown are typical of those used smaller producers, such as Blickensderfer
at this time in larger telegraphic oices, as
are the Remington # 6 and the telegraphic
sounder box behind it.
hroughout the irst half
century of the typewriter, the railroad
companies were one of the two most
important settings for the prosperity of

. Business House, March, 873. Bert Kerschbaumer collection.
5. From Asher and Adams’ Pictorial Album of American Industry. 1976 [1876] New York: Rutledge
Books, p. 61
6. See “he First Use of the Typewriter in Telegraph
Service,” Telegraph and Telephone Age, vol. 37, December 1, 1919, p. 592, for the overall description
of the 1868 events and Asher and Adam’s Pictorial Album of American Industry: 1876. New York:
Asher and Adams, p. 61 for the further discussion
of the irst order.
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Southern Paciic RR oice, Grants Pass, OR, 1893

and even Lasar, were seeking business
from it (see ad, opposite). Moreover,
by that time, Blickensderfer had
ofered a # 5 (ca 1896) and then #
4 (ca 1897) especially adapted to
telegraphic use as a mill, including
a two-row typewheel for dedicated
caps-only use, as illustrated below.7 A
# 5 of this type (or, possibly a regular #
5) is shown in use as a mill in 1897 in
a combined Chicago and Rock Island
Railroad and Western Union oice
located in Atlantic, Iowa (opposite).
Other photographic documentation
of the use of typewriters as mills in
railroad oices includes this 1908
image of the Minot, North Dakota,
telegraph oice of what is likely the Great

Northern Railroad. he city was then a
major east-west (Great Northern) and
north-south (Soo Line) rail junction. he
typewriters include a # 1 or # 2 L.C. Smith
and one, and, possibly, two Remington #
2s.8 A much smaller center in March of
the same year can be seen in this image
of the Muskogee, Oklahoma, MKT
(Missouri, Kansas, and Texas) Railroad
oice, including its Monarch # 1.9 A inal
7. he machine (serial # 500 ) and typewheels
are in my collection. he image was made from
my digital pictures by Paul Robert for Flavio
Mantelli’s article “he Blickensderfer ” for
Paul Robert’s 007 edited book he Typewriter
Sketchbook, Lulu.com, p. 7. See that article
for a more thorough discussion of the history of
these telegraphic Blickensderfers
8. Written in pencil on the back is the statement
“Aunt Catie in Minot second from let—white
blouse and high hairdo.”
9. he photograph was kept by someone who

he Order of Railroad
Telegraphers
(ORT)
operators had developed
earlier as a fraternal
organization, but, by
1909, had become a
union that was part of
the national AFof L to
protest these conditions
and the increased risks
of train accidents that
might result from their
exhaustion from so
Chicago & Rock Island RR Western Union oice, Atlantic, IA, 1897 many extra hours of
work.10
example of a railroad-related telegraph
By the beginning of the 20th
facility is this June, 1909, portrait (far
century,
Western Union had established
right) of three men in a small railroad
oice in Corning, Ohio, with the man its own oices in most larger U.S. cities
on the let sitting at his
Remington # 6 and
positioned well to hear
the sounder behind it.
Particularly noteworthy
is the sign that states
“Solid ORT.” he sign’s
message and its inclusion
in a railroad telegraph
oice are emblematic
of the challenges facing
railroad
telegraphers
Great Northern Railroad telegraph oice, Minot, ND, 1908
and
the
railroad
companys’ constant need
for their skills by the time of the image. that were independent of railroads and
In the year the photograph was made, the their telegraph operators. hese oices
issue of the number of hours a railroad utilized typewriters intensively, oten
telegrapher could be required to work had in large numbers. he company alone
was such an important market that it
was the target of specialized typewriter
advertising on a larger scale than was seen
in the 19th century ads above. his focus
was so important to typewriter companies
as a source of business and for establishing
their credibility and reputation for
durability with potential customers in
the general business community that
success in sales to Western Union was
MKT Railroad oice, Muskogee, OK

come to a head. A new national limit for
workers of nine-hours per day (in a sixday week) was not accepted as relevant to
telegraphers, and they oten were required
to work as many as twelve hours per day.
knew who the typist was. “Collins at desk at
typewriter” is written on the back.

0. he speciic railroad for the oice is not identiied, but it was one of three: the Ohio Central,
the Kanawha and Michigan, or the Zanesville
and Western. hey all came together in Corning
to carry coal and stone mined in the region; by
909, railroads in Corning provided the majority
of the jobs. Also note that the man by the typewriter probably was the intended subject, who is
named “Rich” according to a written statement
on the back of the image.

Railroad oice, Corning, OH, 1909

loudly touted to that larger audience. For
example, ads like the 1912 one on the
next page from the ledgling Underwood
Typewriter Co., announcing the large sale
to Western Union, played a part in giving
rise to Underwood’s dominance of the
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Western Union oice, Bakersield, CA, 1910

Western Union oice, Milwaukee, WI, 1914

typewriter industry. 11 his 1914 cabinet
card shows a few of those Underwood
#5 mills in one of those major Western
Union oices, in this case, in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Underwoods continued to
be identiied with the Western Union,
as seen in this October, 1934, image of
one of their telegram oices in Berick.
Pennsylvania. 12 Before the omnipresence
of Underwoods at Western Union urban
oices, the products of other typewriter

companies were used,
especially
Remingtons and Smith-Premiers. he
Smith-Premier # 2 or # 4 mill in this ca
1910 image of the Western Union oice
in Bakersield, California, is but one of
several examples, and the introduction
of the # 10 model extended the brand’s
presence into the end of the irst quarter
of the century.13
Typewriters were used as mills
in oices connected to enterprises and
institutions other than railroads and
telegraph companies. Examples include
mining companies, which needed to
coordinate the shipping of their highbulk products via rail and other means.

Telegraph oice, Connecticut

California mining oice, 1922

Western Union oice, Berick, PA, 1934
. Bert Kerschbaumer collection. he ad is
dated February, 9.
. he manager is identiied as Gulfred Freeman and the messenger as Harold J. Miller. Note
that the later # 5 typewriters ordered by Western
Union had a special vertical metal plate without decals behind the top row that usually was
painted red,. hat red plate replaced the usual
one that had the “Underwood” name and other
decals on it.
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Telegraph room, Indiana, c.1900

understrike (probably a # 1) at the center
of this ca 1900 communications room for
an unknown company in Indiana. he
oice includes both telegraph equipment
(the subject has his right hand on a key)
and a telephone.

Such an oice is shown in this
March, 1922, image of a small operation
in California. he Remington # 10 was
used in combination with the telegraph
that was clearly represented by the
sounder box to the let of the man sitting
at the desk on which the typewriter
sits and the key on the work surface to
the let just behind the typewriter. he
purposes of other businesses using the
typewriter-telegraph combination are
oten not discernable in photographs,
but the combined functions are clearly
an important one for them. In the image
above right , for example, we ind this Fox
3. he telegrapher in front of the typewriter
with his hand on the telegraph key and his let
ear close to a sounder box is identiied as Lester
Clark.

Another example from the same
year shows a larger oice, probably in
Connecticut, that includes a specialist
telegrapher at the center desk and a typist
sitting at the ready to receive messages
at his Densmore # 1 that sits on an early
Remington table.
Also, in another example we see
this Davis, Oklahoma, oice (above, right)
in July, 1909 in which “Wis” is presented
using a telegraph key beside the sounder
box on his let and his Remington # 2 on
his right.
In addition, the combination was
oten used by the military, a government
institution that oten was a major market
for typewriter companies.14 To illustrate
this with a single image, opposite we ind
a U.S. Army telegrapher in his small
oice in February, 1914 at Hufman
Prairie Field near Dayton, Ohio, a light
training facility.15 Instead of a sounder,
the telegrapher used a set of earphones to
. he use of typewriters by military organizations will be the subject of a future “Ephemera”
piece.
5. he photographer was Sergeant J.O. McDonnell.

Davis, OK, 1909

receive messages that he then typed up on
his Smith-Premier # 2 or # 4.
he beginning of the end of the
central place of the typewriter in relation
to telegraphy in North America was
the introduction and use of teletype
technology, irst by Western Union
in 1912, then by the Associated
Press in 1915, and thereater by the
large businesses that had previously
used telegraphy. he goal of the new
technology was to decrease or eliminate
cumulative errors in the content
of messages and to communicate
faster and more eiciently than
the combination of telegraph and
typewriters could. During the three
decades before the introduction of
teletype technology several attempts
to create a system that could both send
messages using a typewriter keyboard to
input texts and to translate them into
Morse code and send them and to have
at the other end a receiving system that
translated the code into text and printed

Hufman Prairie Field, Dayton, OH, 1914

it using a typewriter striking system. It
was not until ater 1900 that attempts
strongly intensiied. Some of these eforts
before the development of the teletype
succeeded in limited ways. Others, the
most efective of which was the 1903
Yetman Transmitting Typewriter (see
the photograph that begins this article),

could only dependably send
messages and undependably
receive
and
translate
them. None of them was
commercially
successful.
It was not until Morkum
Co. developed an efective
sending and receiving
system in the 1910-12
period that the problem
was efectively solved. he
printing mechanism in the
design was originally based
on the Blickensderfer typewheel, and the
text input device was based on a regular
typewriter keyboard. his technology

had another intended consequence for the
businesses that adopted it: a lowering of
the skill levels required to send and receive
messages and, with that, a decrease in the
labor costs associate with the technology’s
implementation. Until 1915, women had
oten been telegraphers, but they had
always been a minority. Men had been
the irst telegraphers and deined their job,
especially in the context of railroads and
Western Union, as fundamentally that of a
man. By 1915, typing in the business world
was virtually fully deined as a women’s
job outside of oices using telegraphy.
Now, with the increasing dependence on
teletype technology and its keyboard input
device and its priniting receiving system,
the job required no knowledge of Morse
code and no special skill for listening and
interpreting the code nor a special skill
for just the right “touch on a telegraph
key. hus, it was increasingly deined
as a woman’s profession that included a
lower salary than that paid the “skilled”

male telegraphers.16 he replacement
of men with women was a gradual one.
but had reached a high level by the time
this picture of a Western Union oice
in Wisconsin was taken in 1934 (below,
let). Nearly all the Teletype17 operators
are women. he operators were delivered
messages taken by telephone or in person
in a front oice by women on roller skates,
hese rolling personnel also carried
received messages received and printed
out on tapes by the Teletype machines
back to the front oice for delivery to
their intended recipients. he messages
moved faster and more eiciently than
ever, and they did so without the use of a
typewriter. he nexus had been put
asunder in the sending and receiving
process of larger scale telegraph oices,
which handled most telegraphed
messages. Demand for typewriters
increased dramatically, especially in
the business boom in the U.S. and
Western Europe ater World War II,
but the technology that had been so
vital in the birth of the typewriter
industry was nearly divorced from
them. he collapse of the typewriter
industry in the last two decades of
the 20th century was presaged by this
earlier technological change. Ironically,
the same computer-based technologies,
including the web, email, and texting,
also virtually eliminated the demand for
Teletype technology and its use. ±

6. A primary source for much of the discussion of
teletype technology and its gender consequences is Jepson, T. 000 My Sister Telegraphers-Women in the Telegraph Oice:86-950.
Athens: Ohio University Press, p. .
7. hese were products of the Teletype Corporation, which was created in 98. Its corporate
lineage traced directly backed to the Morkum
and its “Printing Telegraph.”
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Letters

New on the Shelf
Lars Borrmann: Salter 10; Emerson 3;

To Ye Editor:
Peter Weil’s latest column [It’s on
the Mail, ETCetera 101] is another
entertaining and eye-opening piece
of research. The typewriter envelopes are often beautiful, and always
rich in information that he is so well
qualiied to tease out.

gold-plated Princess 300
Peter Brill: Imperial Model B variant with
tabulator, SN 12502
Gabe Burbano: Corona Typewriter Telegraph 8B, SN 2S 84771; Merritt index
Tony Casillo: Pre-No.1 Densmore;
Olivetti Graphika
Will Davis: Visigraph No.3, SN 12970
Frank Notten: Underwood No.2, SN
9732
John Payton: 1936 Continental Ac-

counting typewriter

Marc Pellacoeur: American 5
Richard Polt: Alma Jolson (Antares);
Stoewer Record; Remington KMC
Alan Seaver: Hermes Ambassador with
original shipping crate; Corona 3 XC
Nick Urania: Densmore 1b, SN 3824;
L.C. Smith No.2, SN 89958-2; Remington No.5
Peter Weil: Smith-Premier No.2 with tricolor ribbon, baseboard, and cover, SN
→131587← (including arrows)

Richard Polt
Cincinnati, OH

Marketplace

Peter Brill’s Imperial B

Wanted:
• Junk Yost 1, must have some
of the round shields. Contact
Jos Legrand, jjlegrand@hetnet.nl
• ‘Robotyper’ pneumatic typewriter units. Shipping would
be to our Garden City Park,
NY, location. Contact Uwe
Breker, Uwe@Breker.com

Gabe Burbano’s Corona Typewriter Telegraph

Will Davis’s Visograph No.3

• Silvano Donaldi is searching

for a Yu Ess. Please contact
him at donadoni.silvano@
alice.it

Frank Notten’s Underwood No.2

For Sale:
• Three Royal Deluxes and
one Junior Deluxe typewriters. Have been in heated storage many years and still work
but sure they need tuneups.
Some have cases . Contact
Keith Harris, khspringer03@
aol.com, 860-726-8353
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Marc Pellacoeur’s American No.5
(above and right)
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